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Memorandum

To: Dockets Office  Date: March 21, 2019

From: California Energy Commission  HEATHER RAITT, Program Manager

Sacramento CA 95814-5512

Subject: 2019 IEPR DOCKET AND DISTRIBUTION LIST

Please establish the following 2019 Integrated Energy Policy Report docket:

19-IEPR-08 - Natural Gas Assessment

Please add the following individuals to the internal distribution list:

Janea Scott
Andrew McAllister
Rhetta deMesa
Linda Barrera
Monica Shelley
Bryan Early
Martha Brook
Terra Weeks
Ken Rider
Drew Bohan
Courtney Smith
Heather Raitt
Stephanie Bailey
Raquel Kravitz
Denise Costa
Lisa DeCarlo
Jana Romero
Kristen Driskell
Christine Collopy
Natalie Lee
Kevin Barker
Siva Gunda
Aleecia Gutierrez
Laurie ten Hope
Linda Spiegel
Shawn Pittard
Jennifer Campagna
John Mathias
Leon Brathwaite
Robert Gulliksen
Thank you.